FRENCH   POLITICAL THOUGHT
innumerable wills and individual deeds, the aims of which
are desired but not their consequences; or at least, while
apparently in harmony with the original aim, finally lead to
consequences vastly different from those desired," *
According to our view of progress will we look upon history.
Some seek to find the germs of the future, which it must con-
tain if we believe that the law of progress made a certain
evolution inevitable. It is apparently easy enough, but it pre-
vents us from grasping deep reality, the thing in itself; from
seeing real causes which appear too petty for their conse-
quences, too accidental for there to be any kind of law. We are
reluctant to admit, with Pascal, that if Cleopatra's nose had
been bigger the course of history would have been changed,
or that a purely human Christ could have exerted so enormous
an influence. So we twist history to our way of thought, we
argue post hoc, ergo proffer hoc and turn Richelieu into a leveller
and a forerunner of democracy2; we believe in sacred laws of
national evolution that all governments must respect; we think
the ultra-intellectualist Greeks were wonderful people, whereas
their thinking was poisoned by a cheap optimism which is
the deadliest solvent of any vivifying religion; we admire
Socrates, whose incapacity to see the beauty of work made
him (and his disciples Plato and Aristotle) unfit to say anything
accurate or rational in politics; and venerate Marcus Aurelius
who was nothing but a platitudinous pedant, out of touch with
the realities of life. Then comes Christianity,3 whose sudden
1	fire  Nouvelle, May  1894,   quoted   in  his   introduction   to  Labriola's
Conception materialise de PHistoire, p. 12.
2	Cf. in Chapter V. Quinet's scorn for this misreading of the ancien regime.
3	Sorel's attitude to Christianity would deserve a long study. While reject-
ing all religious dogmas, he found the history of, the early Church full of
interest and guidance, as showing how a nascent  organization, if it have
enough faith and enthusiasm, can  prevail against the very gates of hell.
Catholicism and " Liberal" Protestantism he detested, the one as the enemy
of the freedom of the individual conscience, sold to the governing classes, the
other as the incarnation of" progressism " in religion; but he had no sympathy
with the Radical-Socialist anti-clericalism, holding that Church education was
no worse for the proletariat than State education, and scorning materialistic
freejthought {" le rationalisme jacobin ma9onnique est loin d'etre aujourd'hui
un signs de virilite* intellectuelle "). His numerous and penetrating references
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